COME NOW Southwest Irrigation District (SWID) and Goose Creek Irrigation District (GC) and concur with NSGWD and MVGWD as to the need for clarification on the accounting issue and the credit issue as such ruling may be applicable in other cases that affect SWID and GC.
While SWID and GC may not have standing in this case, however, it is imperative because of other cases that may be similarly situated that the Department clarify the issues in such matters as accounting, if the Department is not going to do the accounting, so that the affected entities have a guideline to use if needed. It would be unfair to the entities to somehow account and then if needed to be told that the accounting was not in accordance with the expectation of the Department as to accounting standards.

Likewise the credit issue on over mitigation needs to be clarified as a guide to the entities so they know if credit will be given or not be given upon proper accounting in the future and to the extent there has been a build up of credit to this point in time.

Based on the foregoing, SWID and GC join in the request of MVGWD and NSGWD for clarification of the issues outlined.

DATED this 28th day of May 2010.
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P. O. Box 910
Burley, Idaho 83318
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